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KCPZ Political File
July 18, 2014
Democrat Timothy Dupree inquired about running PSA’s on KCPZ.
He is running for Wyandotte County District Court Judge.
We have alerted him that we will have to take a neutral stand on said PSA’s, and will not be able to endorse him, or
allow him to bring a call to action on KCPZ. We however will allow him to inform the people of what he is running
for, and inform the community the day the polls open.
We determined that under the current restriction being a LPFM, we declined to work with him. Under our current
rules they way we could help him, would not have been to any benefit for his cause.
Jun 23, 2015
Missouri Rep. Brandon Ellington approached us about an hour long Broadcast entitled “What’s Real” to inform and
equip the community with knowledge about what is going on with Kansas City Schools and neighborhoods, and
how the community can have a voice using the city constituents.
We agreed that an informative show would greatly benefit the community, and were in agreement with not talking
politically or endorsing anyone on a local or national level.
The Show didn’t air promptly, but in August when it did, it was successful! Passionate about his cause,
Mr. Ellington decided to make is show more politically driven and continuously commented on the Presidential
Election coming in 2016. At the point of warning Mr. Ellington that we cannot talk about the Election or any of the
candidates running, he continued to mention key candidates. At this point an official letter was sent stating that if It
happened again, we would cancel the show.
The week of Nov. 16 2015 the “What’s Real” Radio Show was canceled.
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Mr. Ellington,
First we want to say that we thank you for airing your show “What’s Real” on Praise 95. We value you your input, ideas
and what you stand for when engaging the community. What you and Mr. Jordan bring to our local line up is very
valuable to this endeavor and our City, as well as bringing practicality to serving our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
We’ve had many discussions on the content of your show and I have expressed how your show would be flirting with
the threshold of what we are allowed to air according to FCC LPFM rules Section 73.000. I’ve stated that we are willing
to walk that threshold with you because of how necessary your content is to the public.
The last couple of weeks that threshold has been stepped over when discussing political issues such as opinions
regarding political parties, insinuating a call to action for the public to go vote as well as a gross violation pertaining to
3rd party fundraising, call to actions, and naming a price for an event.
All the things above, when said with different vocabulary can get your point across just as effective, but you must be
intentionally when re-wording the for-mentioned.
The purpose of this letter is to issue an official warning, that in order to move forward the content of “What’s Real” must
be articulated in a way that will fall in lines with the rules and regulations that we as a non-commercial radio station
must follow to avoid any penalties from the enforcement division of the FCC. As necessary as your show is, NO SHOW
is worth fines up to 150k and possible fighting to stay on the air.
To be clear I have listed some prohibited wording that has been heard on your show:
-Vote
-Democrat
-Republican
-Fundraiser
-Election
-Cost (dollars)
At any time we can meet and sit down and discuss strategy and wording to bring the meaning of these words or
phrases to the public in an acceptable way.
Again we value you “What’s Real” and can’t wait to see the fruit of your educational values start to yield results in the
community!
Thank You

Devon Price
Operations Manager

Praise95fm.com

“Entertainment built on the Rock”

praise95fm@concretetruthmedia.com
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Mr. Ellington,
First we want to say that we thank you for airing your show “What’s Real” on Praise 95. After many conversations with
you about what is allow to be said on the airwaves on Praise 95, and your not wanting to be “Censored” we will accept
your request to have your contract cancelled.
We wish you luck in your endeavors in the future.

Thank You

Devon Price
Operations Manager

Praise95fm.com

“Entertainment built on the Rock”

praise95fm@concretetruthmedia.com

July 7, 2016
Attorney Shanelle Dupree, acting as campaign manager for Mark Dupree running for a Wyondotte County KS.
District Attorney wanting some airtime for Mr. Dupree. We conversed and talked about how another 1 of her family
members once inquired about promotion back in 2014, and how because of our restrictions could not be beneficial
to their campaign. She wanted to know what the restrictions were, what could and could not be said. After a lengthy
conversation she replied, Mark is a minister in the community, and its not all about a political campaign, the city
needs to see and hear his vision for the uplifting of the community. She agreed to adhere to the restrictions and
proceeded to ask for Mark Dupree to come on the air and discuss his vision. I told her the dates available were Fri
& Sat July 21 & 22 and she agreed. She also wanted 1 week of underwriting spots alerting the community of what
he is running for and why, and said she will come into the radio station and we sit down together and word a script
that would not be in conflict with our restrictions, and wants the spots to air from July 25-July 31. She said she
would confirm with us Monday July 11.

